Neat DODAB vesicles: Effect of sonication time on the phase transition thermodynamic parameters and its relation with incomplete chain freezing.
Vesicle solutions formed by the cationic lipid dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide have been extensively used in the past 20 years as model membrane systems. Often, discrepancies are found in the literature for the thermodynamic parameters of the gel-to-liquid crystal (gel-lc) phase transition of these vesicles. In this work we present a systematic DSC investigation on the influence of the sonication method on the main temperature and enthalpy of the transition for DODAB vesicles, prepared both in normal and deuterated water. It is shown that as the sonication time increases, the T(m) and enthalpy values decrease until a plateau value is reached. This effect is associated with incomplete chain crystallization in the highly curved vesicles (produced by sonication) when they are cooled below the transition temperature. The effect of aging on the sonicated solutions has also been monitored by DSC.